
 

 

 

How to build your own presentation: 
An example 

When you're creating your own presentation, sometimes an example can help 

you better see the possibilities. Here we use a presentation on identity theft.  

Start with the brochure, Protecting Yourself from Identity Theft Online, as a source 

for both information and structure.  

1. Begin your presentation by setting the context. Explain what identity theft is and 

how an identity can be stolen online. (This is on the brochure’s flap.) 

2. Then present the four concrete things people can do to help protect their 

identity online (on the three inside panels of the brochure). (If you’re using a 

PowerPoint presentation, you could put each step on its own slide.) 

3. Finish with pointers about what people can do if they believe they have been a 

victim of identity theft. 

4. Round out your presentation with a discussion among audience members so 

they can share their experiences, or try a question-and-answer session (if you 

feel comfortable answering questions on identity theft).  

More ideas 

 Make copies of the brochure to distribute to every member of your audience—

ideally at the end of your talk. This not only gives them a reminder of your 

presentation, but also gives them ready access to helpful links such as how to 

create strong passwords or contact the major U.S. credit bureaus. Refer to the 

Printing Tips in this Toolkit for instructions. 

 If you want to create the presentation in PowerPoint, add the points above to the 

template, Create Your Own PowerPoint Presentation. The template includes 

suggestions about how to add your own information, including graphics or 

organizational logos. There is room for speaker notes, as well. 

 Because phishing scams are one of the primary tools of identity thieves, you might 

introduce some pointers from the brochure, Protecting Yourself from Phishing 

Scams. In particular, there is an example of a real phishing email message with 

pointers to the warning signs that it isn’t legitimate. 

 Publicize your presentation using the poster, Digital Citizenship Begins with You.  

 If your event encompasses more than a simple presentation, turn to A Guide to 

Planning an Online Safety Event for an approach to developing it. 

Helpful resources 

For the latest information on defending your computer, safeguarding your 

information, and protecting your family online, you can suggest regular visits to 

www.microsoft.com/security.  

 

 

 

 

http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9677425
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787169
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787173
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9677419
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9677419
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787171
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787174
http://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787174

